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▶ Covers wetlands, freshwater and marine aquatic systems and their boundaries
▶ Ranges from molecular-level mechanistic studies to investigations at the whole-ecosystem scale, including fish ecology
▶ Reports on research across disciplinary and environmental boundaries, including interactions among geological, microbial, biological, chemical, physical, hydrological, and societal processes

Announcing Continuous Article Publishing

As of 2018, Aquatic Sciences will change its publication structure from paginated issues to a consecutive publishing model: Continuous Article Publishing.

This means that papers will be published in a volume/issue immediately after acceptance. The Online First queue will become obsolete and the time from submission to publication in an issue will be significantly shorter. This will give published articles full citation details instantly after online publication.

As a further aspect of the new system, articles will no longer be paginated sequentially by issue. Therefore, every article will start with page number 1. Page numbers will not be used for article citation but every article will have a citation ID number, called the ArticleCitationID. The ArticleCitationID will replace the page numbers in the citation line, which will now include the journal citation title, year, volume number and ArticleCitationID.

Example:


This method of citation is accepted by the Web of Science/Journal Citation Reports (ISI).

We feel that our authors and readers will greatly benefit from this change in the publication structure of Aquatic Sciences.

Impact Factor: 2.821 (2016), Journal Citation Reports*

On the homepage of Aquatic Sciences at springer.com you can

▶ Sign up for our Table of Contents Alerts
▶ Get to know the complete Editorial Board
▶ Find submission information